The International Creative Art Workshop „Black Sea Palette“ was held in Burgas, Bulgaria in the period August 27th – September, 05th, 2015.

The workshop is organized within the project „Black Sea Areal for Culture and Art“ (BASACA), funded by the Joint Operational Programme „Black Sea Basin 2007-2013“, regulated by the European Neighborhood and Partnership Instrument (ENPI) of the EU, / 2.3.1.73216.269, BASACA, MIS-ETC Code 1551 /grant contract no 50830/ 26.06.2013.

The Grant Beneficiary - Municipality of Komotini, Republic of Greece.


The aim of the workshop is to provoke the artistic impulse for creation of new cultural art products, to realize cultural exchange and achieve cultural cohesion between the artists through establishment of a „new“ field for creative expression within three Black Sea Basin communities.

Fifteen artists took part in the Creative Art Workshop from Bulgaria – Burgas, Ukraine – region Odessa and Greece – Municipality of Komotini.
SEVDALINA PRODANOVA

The artist works in graphic art and painting. She studied at the Specialized School for Arts & Crafts in Sliven, specialty „Graphic Art” and graduated from Veliko Tarnovo University „St. St. Kiril and Methodius”, specialty „Graphic Art”. She took part in regional, national and international exhibitions in Bulgaria and abroad. She lives and works in Burgas.
SEVDALINA PRODANOVA, „Sea Visions I”
SEVDALINA PRODANOVA, „Sea Visions II“
SEVDALINA PRODANOVA, “A Kiss”
IRENA IVANOVA

The artist works in painting, iconography, installation, drawing and collage. She graduated from Veliko Tarnovo University „St.St.Kiril and Methodius”, specialty „Graphic Art”. She is also a member of the Artists Association in Burgas and a co-founder of „Art Group 7+”. In 2003 and 2011 she had two individual exhibitions in Burgas. She participates in many group, collective, national, international exhibitions, symposia and art pleinairs, art festivals and projects. A winner of the 2015 Award at the Women’s Artists Exhibition dedicated to March 08th in „Burgas” Gallery. She lives and works in Burgas.
IRENA IVANOVA, „Burgas and the Sea”
IRENA IVANOVA, „The Sea“
IRENA IVANOVA, „Pages from the Past”
The artist works in graphic art and painting. He graduated from Veliko Tarnovo University „St. St. Kiril and Methodius”, specialty „Graphic Art”. He participated in regional and national exhibitions. He lives and works in Burgas.
BISER PRODANOV, „The Pantheon“
Biser Prodanov, "The Memories of the Rock"
The artist works in graphic art and painting. Her art education is in „Painting“ and „Graphic Design“.
Regular participant in exhibitions in Bulgaria and abroad. Participant in the International Print Biennial – Varna and the National Biennial „Friends of Burgas“ – Burgas. Her works are in private collections in Bulgaria and abroad. She is teaching „Stage Costume“ and „Advertising Graphics“ at the National School for Music and Performing Arts in Burgas. She lives and works in Burgas.
VANYA ZABUNOVA, „Impression II“
VANYA ZABUNOVA, “Impression I”
The artist studied at „St. St. Kiril and Methodius“ School Burgas, specialty „Painting“. She graduated from Veliko Tarnovo University „St. St. Kiril and Methodius“ in pedagogy of art training, specialty „Graphic Art“ and Graphic Design MA.
She had five individual exhibitions.
She participates in many regional, national and international exhibitions and pleinairs. Her works are in private collections in Spain, Germany, Turkey, Macedonia, Russia and USA. She has two awards for young artist: „Rusi Stoyanov“ award from Burgas and the award from the International Biennial of Humour and Satire in the Arts from Gabrovo.
LORA YANEVA, „Sea Sounds“
Sviatoslav works in oil painting, acrylic, preferred style - realism, impressionism.
In 1990 he graduated from the Odessa State Art School.
He is member of the National Union of Artists of Ukraine.
He is participating in many exhibitions and art pleinairs in Ukraine. His works are in private collections in Ukraine, Russia, the USA, Italy, Germany, Poland, Turkey.
From 2010 to date, he is teaching painting, drawing and composition at the Academy of Civil Engineering and Architecture, Odessa.
SVIATOSLAV GORBENKO, „Solitude“
SVIATOSLAV GORBENKO, „On the Shore”
SVIATOSLAV GORBENKO, „Burgass Alley“
Volodymyr works in oil painting, the preferred style - realism, impressionism. In 1986 he graduated from the Graphic Arts Department of the Odessa State Polytechnic Institute. Since 1986 he is actively engaged in exhibition and pleinairs. He is member of the National Union of Artists of Ukraine. He is the senior teacher of drawing and painting of the Department of Fine Arts of Odessa State Academy of Civil Engineering and Architecture. In 2012, he was awarded a diploma of the Mayor of Odessa for its contribution to the cultural development of the Odessa city.
VOLODYMYR SAKALIUK, „Evening at the Port”
VOLODYMYR SAKALIUK, „Morning in the City“
She is working in oil painting, the preferred style - realism, impressionism. In 1996 she graduated from the Graphic Arts Department of the Odessa State Pedagogical Institute. She is a member of the National Union of Artists of Ukraine. She is participating in many exhibitions and art pleinairs in Ukraine. She is the senior teacher of drawing and painting of the Department of Fine Arts of the International Humanitarian University, Odessa.
IEVGENIIIA SAKALIUK, „Port of Burgas“
IEVGENIIA SAKALIUK, „Morning Surge“
IEVGENIIA SAKALIUK, “Bogoridi Street in Burgas”
Eva works mainly in the style of realistic oil painting. In 2008 she graduated from the Odessa State Art School. Since 2010 she has been engaged in exhibition and project activities. From 2011 to 2014 she worked as an Artist Director in the Odessa film studio and the Odessa animation studio. She lives and works in Yuzhniy, Odessa.
EVA YATT, „The Beach“
Yuliia works in oil painting style - realism, impressionism. In 2013 she graduated from the National Academy of Fine Arts and Architecture in Kiev and since then is a Member of the National Union of Artists of Ukraine. She has more than 20 personal as well as collective exhibitions in Ukraine. She lives and works in Yuzhniy, Odessa.
YULIIA GRACHYK, „A Bright Day“
YULIIA GRACHYK, „Street Antim I”
YULIIA GRACHYK, „Rocks“
YULIIA GRACHYK, „The Beach”
Born in Russia, Anna Pitelina, has specialized during her studies in Fine Art. Anna works in all painting styles. In 2010 she has presented her painting work in her solo exhibition. She is a member of the Artists Association of Komotini and by the time she is teaching art to children.
ANNA PITELINA, „The Church in Nessebar“
ANNA PITELINA, „Inhabitants of the Sea”
Apostolia Tsaousi is an amateur painter who began painting about 20 years ago, during her study at a private college in the area of Applied Art and specialized in interior design.
APOSTOLIA TSAOUSI, „Pathway to the Lighthouse“
APOSTOLIA TSAOUSI, „A Girl“
Born in Georgia (Caucasus), Milena Tsamourlidou is a self taught painter and since an early age she attended programs in interior design and decorating. She uses paint on a canvas surface and most of her paintings are landscapes. Since 1995 she lives in Greece and is a member of many cultural associations.
MILENA TSAMOURLIDOU, “Statue in the Park”
MILENA TSAMOURLIDOU, „A Backyard“
NIKOS MOSKOFIDIS

Nikos Moskofidis was born in 1984 in Russia. He studied thermo hydraulics in Komotini, Greece. He attended courses for painting and is concerned with the arts since 2000. He is a “lover” of all kinds of art and believes that through art you can be a better human.
NIKOS MOSKOFIDIS, „A Seagul“
NIKOS MOSKOFIDIS, „A Port“
NIKOS MOSKOFIDIS, Church „Sv. Bogorodica“
Ioannidou/Tsitsira Varvara graduated from a private Italian School of Art and participated in several personal and collective exhibitions in Komotini. She has also worked as scene painter at the local theatre and by the time she works as a painter & drawing teacher at a private Music and Art School.
IOANNIDOU/TSITSIRA VARVARA, „An Autumn“
IOANNIDOU/TSITSIRA VARVARA, „Sea“